A directed-energy weapon (DEW) is a type of weapon that emits energy in an aimed direction without the means of a projectile. It transfers energy to a target for a desired effect. The energy can come in various forms: Electromagnetic radiation (typically lasers or masers). Particles with mass (particle beam weapons). Sound (sonic weaponry). Electromagnetic weapons are a type of directed energy weapons which use electromagnetic radiation to deliver heat, mechanical, or electrical energy to a target to cause pain or permanent damage. They can be used against humans, electronic equipment, and military targets generally, depending on the technology hen used against equipment, directed electromagnetic energy weapons can operate similarly to omnidirectional electromagnetic pulse (EMP) devices, by inducing destructive voltage within electronic wiring. The difference is that they are directional and can be focused on a specific target using a parabolic reflector. Faraday cages may be used to provide protection from most directed and undirected EMP effects. High-energy radio frequency weapons (HERF) or high-power radio frequency weapons (HPRF) use high intensity radio waves to disrupt electronics. High Power Microwave devices use microwave radiation, which has a shorter wavelength than radio. directed energy weapons. The equipment, based on microwave, infrasound, neuro science, biofeedback, and other technology, has the capability to administer a variety of effects when remotely directed at the victim either while inside their homes or away from their homes. headaches, laser-like burns, rashes, sharp pains that feel like electrical shocks, mood alteration, and neurological trauma. Use against humans Generally considered 'non-lethal weapons', electromagnetic weaponry do however pose health threats to humans.
In fact, "non-lethal" weapons can be deadly. Some common bio-effects of electromagnetic or other non-lethal weapons include effects to the human central nervous system resulting in physical pain, difficulty breathing, vertigo, nausea, disorientation, or other systemic discomfort, as weapons not directly considered lethal can indeed cause cumulative damage to the human body. Short exposure to intense radiation can cause heart seizure and a wide range of physical disorders. Silent, covert war the targeting of specific individuals. These devices are deliberately designed and used - so as not to leave evidence. Each victim has an individual story but also has a noted consistency in the abuse and the terrible health problems that affect all casualties of EMF/DEW irradiation. EMP, Pulse and Direct Energy weapons, contrary to the propaganda and lies are extremely lethal. These weapons are used to terrorize a targeted person over a period of time. These weapons come in the form of vibrations, which can be used to target a specific organ in the body causing scar tissue to form leading to the death of that organ. These weapons can cause heart attacks and strokes. There are approximately 100 plus vibrations that attack the heart. There are vibrations that cause panic attacks and sleep deprivation. There are vibrations which cause a targeted person to go mad and/or crazy, as well as many other capabilities. All that would show up in an autopsy is that the person died from natural causes.

What Are The Effects Of These Directed Energy Weapons?

It is well known and well documented that microwave and extremely low frequency (ELF) and Extremely low frequency sonic and electromagnetic frequencies can disorient and disrupt human functioning, cause memory loss and confusion. These directed energy weapons can cause nausea, ringing in the ears, fatigue, headaches, heart attacks, cancer, strokes, and a variety of other symptoms.


1st Stage Signs
feeling a shock as one drifts off to sleep, or seeing
seeing lights as one drifts off to sleep.
Unaccountable increased heart rate.
Nervousness.
Irritability.
Aggravation reactions.
Erection dysfunction.
Compressing the vertebrae noted upon waking.
Sensitivity to sound.
Depression.
Minor spasms and Charlie horses.
Inability to concentrate.
Loss of memory.
Night sweats.
Sensitive ear to touch.
Upon waking finding that the muscles of the back are tingling as if electrified.
Ringing in one or both ears and or hear tone bursts
GERD (Difficulty in Swallowing)
Arthritis.
Eye Sight becomes blurred.
Teeth snap together when drowsy.
Loss of sleep.
Nails become wavy.
Water weight and cellulite accumulations on the upper thigh and buttocks from cellular fluids displaced generally from the head and upper body especially in women, where those fluids find ready redistribution in those areas.
Changes in the tone of the internal voice.
Waking up in extreme pain, and arthritis condition.
Spontaneous tearing without emotional thinking.
Mild pressure in the head, a cloudy feeling.
Increased need to urinate during the night.
Feeling puffs of air on the face and back, such may be a demodulation of energy on the skins surface.
Sensation that blood is trickling into localized areas of the brain and other parts of the body, this feeling is akin to the impression that these areas were devoid of blood.
Unaccountable increased heart rate just before drifting off to sleep causing the person to wake up.

2st Stage Signs

Burning sensation on the skin.
Loss of hair.
Feeling of temporary heating of the head. (demodulating RF effect)
Rashes.
Narcoleptic reactions, sleepiness.
Sleep only after exhaustion.
Virtual insomnia.
Miscarriage.
Gaunt face.
Facial wrinkles.
Losing skin turgor.
Hair breaks from rapid microwave heat on hair causing increase fracturing of hair shafts from expansion of water via humidity.
Loosing Control (unexplained anger)
Heating of body. (Body feeling as if it is being cooked)
Waking after sleep feeling as though you did not sleep, children's symptoms can manifest themselves as ADD and Hyperactivity

3rd Stage effects from exposure
Loss of coordination.
Accidents from sleeplessness.
Damage to eyesight.
Atrophy of the muscles.
Heart valve damage.
Loss of weight and/or weight gain.
Nausea.
Sensitivity to sound.
Decreased dexterity.
Seizure.
Choking.
Vivid dreams.
Lost time. (Alzheimer type symptoms)
Change of mood.
Heart Attack.
The personality becomes quiet, a lack of thought takes place.
Decrease in mental activity.
Limbs jerk typically as one is trying to sleep.
Weakness.
Lethargy or hyperactivity.
Forgetfulness.
Constipation.
4th Stage
Syndromes.
Disease.
Insanity.
Heart Attack.
Stroke.
Death.
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